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This book is basically the “final report” of John Ander- 
son’s ACT (Adaptive Control of Thought) project, which 
involves nothing less than the creation of lra unitary theory 
of mind ” This is not the “final report” on ACT in the sense 
that Anderson will now stop working on it, but it is in the 
sense that Anderson considers the ACT theory to be in “final 
shape.” Thus, far from abandoning work on ACT, Anderson 
now feels that the theory is complete enough that he can text 
it in a variety of domains and subject it to exacting scrutiny 
by a wide variety of other investigators. 

ACT is not a “unitary theory of mind” in the sense that 
it proposes that the key to mind is some unitary principle or 
mental representation (such as past proposals like stimulus- 
response pairs, propositions, schemes, etc.). ACT claims 
that a fairly complx set of representations and processes 
are necessary for the variety of abilities we characterize as 
mind. ACT is unitary in the sense that the same set of rep- 
resentations and processes are used for all aspects of mind. 
Thus, for example, according to ACT we do not have a 
separate linguistic capacity or mathematics capacity; both 
of these capacities (and the other capacities of mind) are 
manifestations of the same underlying processes and rep- 
resentations. Anderson provides a variety of evidence for 
this view during the course of the book, including showing 
that the kinds of generalization processes that operate while 
one is learning to prove geometry theorems are the same as 
the kinds that operate when one is learning to use a com- 
puter programming language and the same as the kinds that 
operated when one was first learning to speak a natural lan- 
guage. 

ACT evolved from the earlier HAM (Human Associative 
Memory) theory that was the subject of a book Anderson 
wrote with Gordon Bower in 1973. The HAM theory in- 
volved a particular kind of semantic network that Anderson 
and Bower used to account for many memory phenomenon. 
In a 1976 book, Learning, Memory and Thought, Anderson 
proposed an initial version of ACT that essentially added 
to the HAM network a processing component represented 
as a production system. As implied by the more grandiose 
name (Adaptive Control of Thought as opposed to Human 
Associative Memory), ACT aspires to cover much more ter- 
ritory than HAM did. Whereas HAM focused on simple 
laboratory studies of human memory, ACT tackles all of cog- 
nition - e.g., memory, language, learning, problem solving, 
etc. 

The earlier and present versions of ACT are similar in 
that their basic architecture is composed of a declarative 
memory of facts, a production memory of procedures, and 
a working memory of active declarative facts. However, 

they differ in that the original declarative memory repre- 
sentation was a semantic network with simple linguistics- 
like links (subject, predicate, relation, object) connecting 
undecomposable concept nodes, and the newer declarative 
representation has three kinds of complex cognitive units 
(temporal strings, spatial images, and abstract propositions) 
connected by a vast array of link types. Also, in the earlier 
theory, spread of activation through the declarative network 
was the major determiner of the time to perform a task, 
whereas in the newer theory the major determiner of perfor- 
mance time is the pattern matching processes used to match 
the conditions of the productions to the contents of working 
memory. Anderson convincingly motivates these revisions 
and others using both system design considerations and em- 
pirical results from psychology experiments. 

Anderson is able to motivate and justify his theory by 
mustering a dazzling array of evidence of various kinds For 
example, in discussing ACT’s pattern matching mechanisms, 
Anderson moves from letter and word perception to learning 
to prove geometry theorems, to planning one’s everyday er- 
rands. Even more surprising than these dramatic leaps from 
one domain to another is that the evidence cited from these 
diverse domains sees to fit together to support Anderson’s 
arguments. 

An important contribution of this book, over and above 
the particular theory of cognition proposed, is the vast array 
of diverse results brought together in an organized fashion to 
constrain the architecture of cognition. I think any cognitive 
theorist would find these results important to keep in mind 
when devising his or her own theory even if that theory is 
quite different from Anderson’s. For example, I found An- 
derson’s set of evidence for the distinction between decla- 
rative, and procedural information valuable, even though I 
did not conclude - as he did - that there was therefore 
a separate declarative and procedural memory. I personally 
find a cognitive architecture composed of cognitive units each 
containing related declarative and procedural information 
more compelling, but I also find Anderson’s arguments for 
the distinction permissive. Thus, although I would propose 
a different cognitive architecture, I still find the evidence 
presented in the book invaluable. 

Anderson has appropriately titled this book The Ar- 
chitecture of Cognition because he is indeed functioning as 
an architect here - and a modernistic one at that. In par- 
ticular, Anderson gives us the spare superstructure of a cog- 
nitive edifice, but he leaves the exterior and interior design 
and finishing to others (and perhaps himself in the future). 
For example, he describes the general mechanisms needed 
for understanding a narrative text or learning to program a 
computer, but he does not attempt to account for the kinds of 
knowledge that the mechanisms need to use to understand a 
narrative (e.g., knowledge about underlying goals and plans) 
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or for the kinds of knowiedge acquired when learning t;o pro- 

gram (e.g., the specific program plans learned). Thus in 

New&‘s apt terminology, this book is an account of the Avs- 

hi fed of cog&ion, but not the &x&&e level. 

@era& 1 found this to be it*. interesting and v&abIe 

book for two reasons: first, it provides a thonght-provoking 

tion and, second, it organizes a myriad of different kinds of 

results that provide general constraints as the architecture 

of cognitioa. 1 recommend this book as essential reading for 

researchers in a11 of the cognitive sciences. 

John 3. Black 
Department of Psychology and 

Department, of Computer Science 

Yale University 
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